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The development of tourism, recreation and forest education is inextricably linked to the creation

of specific infrastructure on forest lands. However, this infrastructure, especially concerning

education, is not always fully functional. Growing expectations of the public in relation to the

social functions of forests, make it necessary to monitor and also verify the content presented

on educational boards, which are the basic equipment of educational trails. There is little literature

on what criteria a model educational board should meet. Also, few works refer to the evaluation

of ergonomics and usability of educational trails and elements of their equipment. The aim of

this study is to evaluate the educational boards, taking into account recommendations concerning

the functionality of the boards, referring mainly to the graphic design. A total of 89 educational

boards were analyzed in the Regional Directorate of State Forests in Lublin in six forest districts.

The first stage of the study was a field inspection of the current technical condition of educational

boards on selected trails, together with photographic documentation of each piece of trail’s

equipment. Then, in an indoor setting, a grid was applied to each photo of the educational board

using the Canva graphics program, so that the image was divided into 9 rectangles of equal size.

Each rectangle was assigned number from 1 to 9 in order to analyze in which part of the board

textual and graphic content is most often placed, and in which textual and graphic information

is mixed. The results obtained were summarized in criterion tables, taking into account the per−

centage of each analyzed criterion on educational boards. Most of the boards were dominated

by content in graphic form (48.32%), varied in size (58.43%) and presented with appropriate

gaps (called light) (82.02%). Most educational boards also had a white background (52.81%). 

In the case of the application of the principle of tripartition, less than 39.33% of the educational

boards complied with the requirement to present information in the central part of the board in

graphic form. All analyzed boards respected the requirements of the so−called law of proximity.

The principle of tri−division is one of the key elements allowing to maintain and keep the attention

of people visiting forest trails. The consequence of not applying this rule may be a lower interest

of forest users in the content presented on boards, which nullifies the effort put in spreading

forest education.
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Introduction

Forest is one of the fundamental elements of recreational (Janeczko, 2010) and educational space

(Kosmider and Greczuk, 2013). Many researchers indicate that the combination of education with

activity and recreation in a natural environment such as a forest commences to bring greater

benefits to physical and mental health and is more effective compared to traditional teaching

(in classrooms) (Burdette and Whitaker, 2005; Rea and Waite, 2009; James et al., 2010; Dadvand

et al., 2015). 

The basic form of forest education is field classes conducted on specially selected and

adapted educational trails (Report, 2020). Educational trails in Polish forests are a common element,

found in all national parks and each of the forest districts of the The State Forests National

Forest Holding. Many studies indicate that such facilities provide a unique opportunity to explore,

observe and gain knowledge about the natural environment (Janeczko and Staniszewski, 2013;

Kosmider and Greczuk, 2013; Švajda and Činčera, 2017; Singer−Brodowski et al., 2019). In the

case of active forms of education, the role of the educator/trainer, who through conversation

brings closer and explains the relationships occurring in nature, also turns out to be essential (Ap and

Wong, 2001; Kerley et al., 2003). 

Educational boards are almost always the basic equipment of educational trails. They are

meant to help forest educators in conducting forest education classes. They are locations, at which

the educator can stop and further explain certain phenomena and processes occurring in the

environment. Unfortunately, in the case of passive forms of education, i.e. walks along educa−

tional trails without an educator, understanding of the educational content placed on the boards

can be problematic due to the use of specialist forest terminology or unattractive, incoherent,

difficult to read and communicate board design. Despite numerous studies indicating the need

for a broader look at the problem of educational board design (Janeczko, 2010; Nowacka, 2011;

Janeczko and Staniszewski 2013; Sitko, 2015; Snopek, 2015), still little is known about this topic.

According to Davis and Thompson (2011), educational boards support the learning process

and, with proper design, can contribute to increased environmental awareness and greater accept−

ance of foresters’ actions. Learning the environment by freely choosing the material to be learned

provides better benefits compared to formal learning (Falk, 2005; Kola−Olusanya, 2005). Research

by Hughes and Morrison−Saunders (2002) indicates that visitor’s knowledge and satisfaction levels

increase with the use of roadside interpretive signs placed along recreational trails. According to

Tsang et al. (2011), educational signs can play a key role in changing visitor attitudes and behaviors. 

The reception of the message presented on the educational board should be adapted to

the universal principles of human perception of images. Tatarska (2013), Walker and Moscardo

(2014) emphasize that knowledge of the psychology of perception, memory mechanisms and

the ability to look at the message through the eyes of the recipient (taking into account his/her

age) are necessary for this purpose. At this stage, as noted by Scaglione et al. (2013), it is very

important to exclude unnecessary information that, in the case of whiteboards, may disrupt the

message, or „take space“ from other relevant more valuable content.

According to Beaird (2007), all graphic design principles are derived from the rule of tri−

−division. In practice, it boils down to using a grid to arrange relevant elements in a harmonious

and coherent manner. The tri−division rule (strong point/powerful point) allows to arrange

objects adequately to users’ visual capabilities. The grid of intersecting lines indicates 4 points
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of the composition of the so−called strong image, which are located in the central part of the

board, according to the properties of the human eye (Benicewicz−Miazga et al., 2011). However,

as Ruta (2009) points out, the most interesting point should be placed about 1/3 from the left

edge of the board, which corresponds to the direction of image perception. On the other hand

Leszkowicz (2011) points out that visual messages are perceived as group parts when we apply

to them an appropriate composition as stated by the law of proximity. According to which many

elements related to each other, with similar themes, should be placed not far from each other in

order to form a coherent whole, not to introduce unnecessary chaos on the board, and thus to

enable the recipient to focus on a specific piece of information.

When designing a whiteboard, it is important to keep in mind that the reception of infor−

mation should be as good as possible, which requires considering in what form, textual or graphic

(using, pictograms, figures, photos) the issue is to be presented. According to Clawson et al. (2012)

and González−Miranda and Quindós (2016), this approach to composing a whiteboard improves

the speed of content transfer. Varying the size of the images/drawings/ pictograms and the use

of spacing between them, known as light, promotes optimal readability of the text and makes

the reception of the information more attractive (Munksgaard et al., 2001; Calori and Vanden−

−Eynden, 2015). Munksgaard et al. (2001) point out that background is also an important element

that determines the ‘strength’ of the message. Intense graphics can distract from the most important

information on the board. According to Tatarska (2013), the background should be white to enhance

the perception and transmission of information. Presenting textual or graphic content on a white

background is a form of communication to which people are already accustomed in the course

of cultural evolution (Kahn and Lenk, 1998; Gabbard, 2006; Vanderschantz et al., 2012). 

At the core of our research was the question of whether the above−mentioned principles, rules

and guidelines are reflected in the case of educational boards, so commonly found in Polish forests. 

Our research has both cognitive and practical implications. They allow to fill the gap in the

knowledge about the graphic design of materials supporting informal forest education. In prac−

tice, the results can be useful in designing educational materials, including outdoor tourist and

recreational infrastructure. They will be a guideline for land managers, designers, foresters,

educators and naturalists, who care that the communication message reaches the audience and,

as a result, arouse interest in the forest, nature, increase understanding and acceptance of the

activities undertaken by foresters.

Methodology

STUDY AREA. The research area was 6 educational trails located in Forest Districts: Chotyłów,

Mircze, Sarnaki, Świdnik, Janów, Kraśnik (Fig. 1). These were forest district, which in 2018

conducted the largest number of educational activities on their trails that are intensively used

by inhabitants of this region, of the Poland. The above−mentioned forest districts are part of the

Regional Directorate of State Forests in Lublin. A total of 89 boards, which are equipment of

the above−mentioned trails, were analyzed.

STUDY PROCEDURE. The first stage of the study was to check the current condition of the edu−

cational boards on the selected trails. The inventory was conducted in April 2019. All the boards

were in very good technical condition and did not bear traces of vandalism. The boards were

photographed from a distance of 1−1.5 m. The photograph was taken horizontally with a Nikon

D350 + AF−P DX 18−55 VR camera, at a fixed focal length of 2.8 in the same weather condi−

tions, at a similar time of day (afternoon hours). Figure 2 shows an example of educational boards

located on educational trails.
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No use of light between graphics Using graphics as a background 
on the educational board on an educational board

Use of a white background and one large graphic Using light between graphics 
on an educational whiteboard on an educational whiteboard

Fig. 2.

Example photos of the analyzed educational boards

Fig. 1.

Map with location of analyzed educational trails
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The documentation made it possible to proceed to the next stage of research. As part of the

on−site tests, the following were checked: what are the proportions of text to graphics, whether

various sizes of photos/charts/ pictograms were used and whether the so−called light between

them was preserved. Additionally, the background colors of the educational boards were evaluated.

The next step was the analysis of the board’s compositional elements. Using the Canva graphic

software (available at: https://www.canva.com/), using a 16:9 template (1920:1080 pixels), a grid

was placed on each photograph, allowing to divide the image into geometrically equal fields

(Fig. 3). Each of the rectangles was given number from 1 to 9, in order to analyze in which part

of the whiteboard textual, graphic and mixed (simultaneously textual and graphic – the law of

proximity) content is most often placed, and it allowed to determine in what form the content

is presented in the central part of the whiteboard (the rule of tripartition). Each rectangle was

counted separately. The content that was in a given field was assigned to one of three categories

(text, graphics, text and graphics together).

The raw data obtained from the analysis of educational boards were used for statistical

analyses. Statistica 13.3 PL program (TIBCO, 2017) was used for statistical calculations. The

starting point for data analysis was to tabulate the data by taking into account the percentage of

each criterion analyzed on the educational boards.

Results

Educational boards were largely (48.32%) dominated by content in graphic form. Textual content

outweighed graphics on 29.21% of the boards. There was an equal amount of text and graphics

on 20.22% of the boards. Only 2.25% of the boards had text content without any graphics.

Among the analyzed boards, there were no boards that presented the information solely through

graphics (Table 1).

The majority of the boards (58.43%), presented a variety of graphics in terms of size, leaving

light between the illustrations (82.02%). The background on over 52.81% of the boards was
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Fig. 3.

Example of application of the grid enabling analysis of the tri−division rule and the law of proximity on edu−
cational boards

Number of boards [%]

The advantage of graphics over text 48.32

The prevalence of text over graphics 29.21

Equal amounts of text and graphics 20.22

Text alone 2.25

Table 1.

Analysis of the compositional elements of the educational boards
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Yes [%] No [%]

Variable graphic size 58.43 41.57

Light between images 82.02 17.98

White background color 52.81 47.19

Whether a graphic was used as a background 22.47 77.53

Table 2.

Analysis of graphic elements present on educational boards

Fig. 4.

Analysis of the law of proximity on educational boards for
graphic elements

Fig. 5.

Analysis of the law of proximity on educational boards for
text elements

color white. Only on 22.47% of the educational boards, graphics were used as background

(Table 2).

For 39.33% of all boards, graphic information was presented in the central part of the boards

in fields number 5 (rule of threes). On 31.46% of the charts, textual content was presented in

fields 5, in the central part of the chart, and only on 29.21% of the educational charts textual and

graphic content (combined) was presented in fields 5.

The law of proximity was observed on all boards. Figure 4 shows the percentage distribu−

tion of graphics placed on educational boards in relation to the whole board. In almost 70% 

of educational boards (67.42%), the most common graphical content was presented in the bottom

right corner in field number 9. The least common graphical content was presented in fields num−

ber 1 and 2 (32.58%). 

In case of 61.78% of the boards, the text content was most often presented on the left side

of the board, in the upper right corner (box number 1 – 61.78%). The smallest amount of text

content was presented in field number 6, on the right side of the board (22.47%) (Fig. 5).

Considering the combined representation of text and graphics on educational boards, the per−

centage distribution of the contribution of both forms of communication was minor but even (Fig. 6).
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Discussion

Educational boards are used in many places, both in built−up, museum−exhibition and open spaces,

such as city parks and forests. They can be found both in the vicinity of culturally valuable objects,

as well as those important from the point of view of nature conservation. A board skillfully

designed, properly integrated into the environment helps to enrich the experience of visitors to

a given area and develops ecological awareness (Munksgaard et al., 2001; Moscardo et al., 2004).

The purpose of the message is to help people understand the relationship between ecology, the

cultural environment and the role of humans in nature (Munksgaard et al., 2001). However, as

Falk (2005) points out, visitors using educational displays learn through their own motivation

and interests, often the learning process is self−directed, learning is voluntary and non−sequential.

Davis and Thompson (2011) indicate that the time spent learning the content of interpretive

signs depends largely on the interests of the audience. Švajda and Činčera (2017) clearly indi−

cate that poor board design may be the reason for the relatively low level of attracting and main−

taining forest users’ attention at educational boards. Educational boards that are overloaded

with information that is conveyed in text form do not have a high attraction power (Švajda and

Činčera, 2017). In addition, research by Korcz and Janeczko (2022), indicates that respondents

prefer educational boards that have content in graphic form rather than text. Principles of graphic

design applied, for example, in marketing, referring to the rule of tri−division state that the use

of graphics in the middle of an advertisement or poster can determine the retention of the recip−

ient’s attention (Powell, 2012; Rosli, 2018). Unfortunately, in the case of our study, less than

39.33% of all boards, in the central part, contained information presented in graphic form. It is worth

mentioning that the educational boards analyzed by us, were used in the study of Korcz and

Janeczko (2022), where forest users, during the activities with a forest educator on educational

trails, paid attention to a small number of boards. Therefore, the study of Powell (2012) and

Rosli (2018), may provide some guidance that supports the need to place graphics in the center

of the board. Additionally, Zhu et al. (2021), indicate that the use of visuals affects communica−

tion through the visitor’s intention to read the signage, enjoyment of reading interpretive infor−

mation, comprehension, and ease of recall of information presented on the signage.

On the other hand, Serrell (1996) suggests that the combination of words and images, rather

than text alone, makes signs more meaningful and memorable. In this context, our results indicate

that the educational boards in the analysed forest districts of the Regional Directorate of State

Forests in Lublin are properly designed. Many of them are distinguished by the presence of

photographs, drawings, pictograms (48.32% of boards) (Table 1). About 20.22% of the boards are

characterized by a balanced proportion of text to graphics (Table 1). Interestingly, about 58.43%
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Fig. 6.

Analysis of the law of proximity on educational boards for
text and graphic elements
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of the analysed tables are characterised by different sizes of presented graphics, which can also

be considered as a correct measure. A certain shortcoming is the fact that only on 52.81% of the

boards the information was presented on a white background, and as many as 22.47% of the

boards used graphics as a background (Table 2). This is because, as Snopek (2015) notes, the

use of graphics of varying sizes diversifies the perception of information and presenting them

on a white background enhances perception allows the colour strategy to best fit the visual needs

of the information message because it creates contrast with other colours (Munksgaard et al.,
2001). 

The results of our study indicate that the law of proximity on educational boards is preserved.

Information in graphical form is presented on the left side of the board (Fig. 4), while textual

information is presented on the right side (Fig. 5). This way of graphical composition can also

be assessed as correct. Johnson and Mayer (2012) point out that grouping information is very

important, because numerous eye movements in the case of scattered text can make the recipient

feel tired and reluctant to read this type of message. On the other hand, Yu et al. (2010) report

that grouped content with light improves text reading. According to Cole et al. (1997), the need

for simplicity is the best way to convey information. By placing a lot of information on an educa−

tional board, trying to convey information in detail and very precisely, we confuse the audience

because not all the content the potential viewer will focus on (Munksgaard et al., 2001).

As postulated by Snopek (2015), it is necessary to increase the involvement of professional

naturalists over the content of the boards. To make the design of the board effective, interesting,

not overwhelming already at the design stage requires the cooperation of specialists from many

fields, going even beyond the competence of a comprehensively prepared geographer. The research

carried out in this direction will allow to increase the attractiveness of educational trails, which

in turn should lead to an increase in social interest in the organization of new educational facilities

and thus should affect the effectiveness of informal forest education in woodland.

Conclusions

Most of the educational boards we analyzed are correctly designed. Detailed analysis of the

boards’ compositional elements indicated that:

� on the few number of educational boards, in the very center of the board the content was pre−

sented in graphic form, which may have a negative impact on the power of drawing and keeping

the attention of forest users in front of the boards; 

� the information presented both in graphic and text form were properly grouped, which should

improve the reception of the message and information;

� the analysis of the graphic elements of the boards indicated the correct application of graphic

design principles for better communication;

� further research is needed on the more specific compositional, textual and graphic elements

of the educational boards, which will allow the development of basic criteria, to create a

model educational board.
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Streszczenie

Projekt graficzny tablic edukacyjnych w lesie – klucz do skutecznej
nieformalnej edukacji leśnej 

Rozwój turystyki, rekreacji i edukacji leśnej jest nierozerwalnie związany z tworzeniem okre−

ślonej infrastruktury na terenach leśnych. Jednak infrastruktura ta, zwłaszcza dotycząca edukacji,

nie zawsze jest w pełni funkcjonalna. Rosnące oczekiwania społeczeństwa w stosunku do społecz−

nych funkcji lasów powodują konieczność monitorowania, a także weryfikowania treści prezento−

wanych na tablicach edukacyjnych, które stanowią podstawowe wyposażenie tras edukacyjnych.

Literatura dotycząca kryteriów, które powinna spełniać wzorcowa tablica edukacyjna, jest nie−
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liczna. Również niewiele prac odnosi się do oceny ergonomii i użyteczności tras edukacyjnych

oraz elementów ich wyposażenia, m.in. tablic edukacyjnych. Celem pracy była ocena tablic edu−

kacyjnych pod względem ich funkcjonalności, głównie w kontekście ich szaty graficznej. Łącznie

przeanalizowano 89 tablic edukacyjnych w Regionalnej Dyrekcji Lasów Państwowych w Lublinie

w 6 nadleśnictwach: Chotyłów, Mircze, Sarnaki, Świdnik, Janów, Kraśnik (ryc. 1). Pierwszym etapem

badań był przegląd aktualnego stanu technicznego tablic edukacyjnych na wybranych szlakach.

Sporządzono dokumentację fotograficzną każdej tablicy edukacyjnej (ryc. 2). Zdjęcia tablic wyko−

nywano poziomo, tym samym sprzętem fotograficznym, z odległości około 1−1,5 m od tablicy, 

w godzinach popołudniowych, w tych samych warunkach pogodowych. Następnie w warunkach

kameralnych na każde zdjęcie tablicy edukacyjnej naniesiono siatkę za pomocą programu graficz−

nego Canva. Obraz podzielono na 9 prostokątów o jednakowej wielkości. Każdemu prostoką−

towi przypisano numery od 1 do 9 w celu przeanalizowania, w której części tablicy najczęściej

umieszczane są treści tekstowe i graficzne, a w których polach tablicy informacje tekstowe i gra−

ficzne są wymieszane (ryc. 3). Uzyskane wyniki zestawiono w tabelach liczebności, biorąc pod

uwagę procentowy udział każdego z analizowanych kryteriów na tablicach edukacyjnych. Na więk−

szości tablic dominowały treści w formie graficznej (48,32%) (tab. 1), zróżnicowane pod względem

wielkości (58,43%) oraz prezentowane z odpowiednimi przerwami (82,02%) (tab. 2). Większość

tablic edukacyjnych miała również białe tło (52,81%) (tab. 2). W przypadku stosowania zasady

trójpodziału niespełna 39,33% tablic edukacyjnych spełniło wymóg prezentowania informacji 

w centralnej części tablicy w formie graficznej. Wszystkie analizowane zasady respektowały wy−

mogi tzw. prawa bliskości (ryc. 4−6). Zasada trójpodziału jest jednym z kluczowych elementów

pozwalających na zatrzymanie i utrzymanie uwagi osób odwiedzających trasy leśne. Konsekwen−

cją niestosowania tej zasady może być mniejsze zainteresowanie użytkowników lasu treściami

prezentowanymi na tablicach, co niweczy wysiłek włożony w szerzenie edukacji leśnej.
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